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Annotation: Mission Link, January 1989. Location unknown. Theological schools tend to have the 
highest walls between departments, tend to have the smallest departments, and tend to have the 
most isolated people, says Ted Ward.  Unfortunately, these qualities are taken into missions.  In 
times of transition, change is hindered because these qualities breed inflexibility.  He shifts to a 
description of the beginnings of TEE and his nonformal research experience at MSU as illustrations 
both of change and inflexibility; and concludes with a description of Philip Coombs’ research in 
nonformal education.       
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We’re in a time when we need what I call sanctified flexibility; a godly concern for change. I 
think one of the most marvelous book titles and I know anything about is the book that Harvie 
Conn wrote, Eternal Word and Changing World. It’s a tremendous use of four words to juxtapose two 
notions that really create the whole series of tasks for us in the mission education world: Eternal 
Word and Changing World. And when we try to freeze it up and say eternal, eternal, eternal, 
unchanging, unchanging, unchanging, we create very brittle environments in which you try to work 
with people. And that brittleness shatters all over the place whenever you least want it to.  

 
But I have an interesting theology of institutions I’d like to share with you. It comes out of 

part of my reformed background and it starts with the proposition that it’s a fallen world. And my 
theology of institutions and institutional education starts with the proposition that it’s a fallen world. 
And proposition two: If you want to see a good example of it look at an institution, any institution; 
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it’s a configuration of people with all kinds of evidences of the Fall, all kinds of flaws, all kinds of 
weaknesses. Proposition number three: Not a single one of ‘em’s going to heaven. Now Wheaton 
College and Dallas Seminary have asked for a recount on that one but, nevertheless, I think that it is 
a reasonable thing to assert that institutions themselves are part of the structures of societies in a 
fallen world and we dare not deify the institutions nor do we dare deify the institutional modes. 

 
And that’s what we’re here to talk about: institutional modes. One of the things that we have 

definitely seen in the last 20 years is a great deal of discovery going on within institutional education 
within the church. And I think it can be traced to several things, including a kind of response of a 
pragmatic sort made by Presbyterians in Guatemala when they discovered they were out of work. 
And they said: Well, you know, when educators are out of work, there’s only one thing to do and 
that is to go find some other students. Because educators out of work tend to recognize the problem 
fairly quickly: they don’t have any students. So the Presbyterians went to the other side of the 
mountain and found some other students and they said: You know what? We can’t get them back to 
our nice school so what we’re going to have to do is go to the other side of the mountain in our 
vehicles. And so I guess we better call it Theological Education by Vehicle (TEV.) But then they 
found out that there was a cross-complaint by the copyright owned by the Bible Society: TEV 
stands for Today’s English Version so they had to re-name it and they renamed it TEE. Now 
Theological Education by Vehicle—obviously I’m kidding you at that point lest anybody is writing 
careful notes. See, I warned you I’m not a historian. I take a little liberty now and then.   

 
As I see it, TEE was Theological Education by Vehicle because extension wasn’t new. 

Extension’s been around a good long while. Theological education’s been around a good long while. 
So what’s so new? Theological Education by Extension. I’ll tell you what was so new. We just didn’t 
do it that way. A lot of other fields did it that way. They’ve never taught agriculture any other way to 
the best of my knowledge. Where do you teach agriculture? You teach it in the field. Now, I know 
there are formal programs of agriculture. But let me tell you about one that our university at 
Michigan State helped to set up in Nepal. It was the first substantial agricultural school in all of the 
sub-continent north of, where was it? Some place they had one, Madras or someplace, way down. 
And they set up a kind of a daughter institution for Michigan State as part of the university at 
Katmandu and they hired some professors. And you know what these professors did? They grew 
tomatoes in window boxes because these were urbanized professors who were professors graduated 
from agricultural schools. But because they were professors, they no longer wanted to get their feet 
dirty for fear they might step in the you know what. And you just don’t do that if you’re a professor. 
So they grew tomatoes in window boxes and literally that was the school of agriculture, tomatoes 
and corn in window boxes in Katmandu.  

 
So our university says, this is not working which really didn’t take an awful lot of brilliance to 

figure out. But Michigan State people do figure those things out very fast and they said, this is not 
going to work so we’ll close the place down here and we’ll move the whole thing lock, stock, and 
barrel out to the first significant agricultural valley and put an educational institution to work in the 
middle of the farming district of Nepal. Everybody said, yeah, that sounds like a reasonable, logical 
idea but I don’t want to go. Why? Aren’t you an agriculture professor? Yes, but first of all I’m a 
professor; agriculture comes second. And, do you know that, although three of that five-person 
faculty did go out to the valley, they didn’t last. And ultimately they had to hire a whole new type of 
faculty to staff that new agricultural college which was an extension branch of the university out in 
the farming district. It’s still operating today and it’s doing great work and has a great big 
experimental station, and it’s literally leading the sub-continent in research and training today. But 
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they couldn’t do it with the same old people. They couldn’t do it with the same old images and they 
couldn’t do it with the window boxes full of tomatoes. Do you hear any parallels? We are doing 
theological education with window boxes full of evangelism activities and window boxes full of 
weekend this’s and that’s. And we have things so far out of the context of the reality of the church 
that the way we do it in the typical North American educational institution is so far removed from 
the reality of the growing, vitally developing church that you can’t get the same people to do it both 
places. They won’t last. It’s going to take a new crop.  

 
Now I am privileged, today, to be the opening speaker in that it is not my responsibility to 

address Monty’s proposition. I am simply back-dropping this with some observations about what’s 
happened in the last 20 years. So please don’t read too much into what I’m saying with reference to 
pluses or minuses. I’m neither propagandizing for nor undercutting the propositions that are in the 
proposals of Mission Link. I think Mission Link gets at some of the issues. I’ve got some real 
problems with some of the ways in which you might do this. And, to some extent, there’s an 
optimism about Mission Link that, frankly, I’m not convinced of because I’m, just again, back in 
Nepal—as I was on the advisory panel for that particular development of that agriculture school—I 
am too familiar with what happens when you’re dealing with people who are used to doing 
evangelism in a window box.  

 
Nevertheless, there are some things we’ve learned partly because of the Theological 

Education by Vehicle experiences in Guatemala which led us to believe that there is a different kind 
of student out there. That’s the big discovery of TEE; not there’s a different methodology, but 
there’s a different student out there. There is a real student who is a real person in real ministry, not 
somebody who’s telling us that he thinks he might go into ministry if he gets enough education, and 
if God continues to lead him in the direction he’s going right now, and if the offer from the bank, 
the airline or the travel agency isn’t as good as he thinks it is. Now pardon my cynicism, but an awful 
lot of the product of mission education overseas has not directly benefited the church. I have 
nothing against educated laymen, but I have a whole lot against raising money in North America for 
the development of leadership in the church and using programs and strategies in institutions that 
are destined to dump people into the marketplace rather than into the service of the church. Now I 
also believe in bi-vocational ministry and a lot of other things. But I’m talking about the fact that an 
awful lot of the outcome of what we’ve been doing does not even indirectly benefit the church in 
terms of its leadership. We’ve got to get real about this. Window boxes are not the places to do 
agricultural experiment. The Guatemala experience told us that there’s a different kind of student 
out there and that different kind of a student is (a) much more motivated, (b) much more apt to 
stick with it, and (c) much more easy to relate to the real stuff of leadership of the church; the real 
stuff of practical theology. But that’s the good side.  

 
The bad side is that that person also may have borderline language skills. That person may 

not have been yet housebroken to sit still for the kinds of stuff that professors like to do. That does 
take a lot of housebreaking. That is what schools are for. Schools housebreak human beings so that 
they can sit still for the kind of stuff the professors like to do to them. I’m pretty cynical about this 
partly because much of what happens in schools, even to American young people, is not all that 
healthy. For example, we know, as a matter of fact, that one of the effects of junior high in the 
United States is that it tends to reduce curiosity. It tends to systematically reduce inquiry skills. It 
tends to reduce interest in a variety of fields—very unfortunate when you start reducing people’s 
interest in things. The good Lord created us very curious. I think we ought to heighten that, not 
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squelch it. Another thing that schools do, unfortunately, is create a style of looking at the learning 
task that is very mechanical.  

 
Now let’s look overseas. We go overseas and we take our same images and our same models 

and our same approaches and our same assumptions and our same strategies of instruction and we 
expect a different product. This time we got to really help the church. What makes you think it’s 
going to be different? Or more fun yet, we take the best people they’ve got over there and we bring 
them over here and put them through that domesticating process here and then send them home 
and say, now you’ll go home and be a leader of leaders. And that’s supposed to work. I ask you, dear 
friends and brothers, where have been the lessons of the last 20 years? The lessons of the last 20 
years suggest themselves to me are first of all we go back to the Guatemalan experience and 
recognize that we’ve got to get serious about the right students. And I believe that means, first and 
foremost, that you look at who is doing ministry and you find ways to help them in terms of the 
educating that will fulfill that ministry, not divert it.  

 
Secondly, that we get those educational institutions and the forms that we use into the 

context of that ministry rather than excerpting them and extracting them and justifying it simply in 
terms of, yes, but our job is the academic portion of this. The spiritual development will have to be 
taken care of somewhere else. The real experience in ministry, of course, will follow. Bad news on 
both counts. We’ve got to somehow get an integrated educational experience and build a new style 
of approach to the educating task that, in fact, makes sense in the reality of an emerging church. I 
think those are some of the major lessons we’ve learned. 

 
But let’s go beyond that. For one thing, in 1971, a new piece of language was entered into 

the literature. It’s a label for an existing, but not very well identified phenomenon. We know exactly 
who first penned it, how it got into the literature, and why. The man in question is Philip Coombs. 
C-o-o-m-b-s. Philip Coombs who is doing some research for UNICEF, UNESCO, and the World 
Bank. And what he was studying was, why it is that the developing nations—the post-colonial 
nations in the ‘60s—didn’t seem to correlate in terms of the amount of educational investment 
proportional to national budget and the quality of life indicators in that nation. In other words, a 
nation that had dumped a whale of a lot into education such as, for example, Nigeria, and Ghana; 
actually one of the major studies was in Ghana which had dumped a great deal of money in 
educational development. Those nations that had dumped the most into educational development in 
their nation didn’t seem to vary a whole lot 15 and 20 years later from the nations, also post-
colonial, that hadn’t dumped a whole lot into educational investment. In other words, it doesn’t 
seem to relate. If you put a whole lot of money in education, the quality of life indicators don’t seem 
to change much. In other words, the hard evidence was–particularly coming out of a Nigeria, 
Ghana, and some Eastern Africa studies as well as some sub-continent studies in Malaysia and in 
India proper—that the amount of money going into educational expansion doesn’t seem to be 
trackable into quality of life indicators. And you say, well. Some of you might be cynical enough to 
say, well, would you expect it to? Well, there’re just a few of us left that would like to think that 
there’s some relationship between education and quality of life. And you’ll pardon me if I happen to 
be one of those.  

 
Now what Coombs found in analyzing a whole lot of variables was that the thing that 

seemed to make the most difference was whether or not that nation dumping money into education 
was dumping it all into the formal education enterprise, or dumping part of it into another sector 
commonly called Other. Now sociologists had long since divided educational functions in society 
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into two cells: informal and formal. Now the more technical term for the Informal sector is, some of 
you already know, Socialization. The socialization processes of a society bringing people on line in 
terms of whether you walk on the right or the left, and when you pick up the telephone and say 
hello or something else. That’s socialization: what mothers are for, how mothers treat kids, all that—
socialization. Nobody deliberately goes out to teach it. Nobody holds classes in it. In fact, it’s been 
observed by sociologists of education that the informal learning sector or the socialization sector is 
really the most potent. For example, within the first six years of life the socialization processes do a 
tremendous job on almost all human beings. Your most complicated learning in all of life is the 
mastery of your first language. Most of us like to think that learning a second one is even harder. 
But, as a matter of fact, the second one you’ve already got your voice mechanism under reasonable 
control. You already have the notion of transferring symbols to eye, and ideas to symbols, and 
symbols to sound. All that learning is there. You just got to shift the parameters of it so that it 
accommodates a different way of reasoning about how you use that. And schools generally take 10 
to 12 years to do a good job of that. The little tiny kiddies in the informal education environment by 
the time they’re 6-years-old are doing a pretty good job of communicating in, out, sideways pretty 
effectively in terms of their mother tongue. Right? Now that’s clear. The informal sector is powerful.  

 
The formal education sector exists in one form or another in most every society and 

generally the formal education sector is what people think of when they say, education, or when they 
say, learning. And when we get together for a conference on missionary education, what sector are 
we thinking of primarily? Formal education. If I’d poll this room I suspect at least half of us are 
directly involved in the maintenance of a formal education establishment. And the rest of us are 
involved in organizations that either depend on them or foster them. Am I right? Most every one of 
us here has that kind of a relationship. 

 
What Coombs found is that there’s another thing called Other. By the way, Other had been 

listed for years and years and years on educational processes in societies. For example, young people 
learn all sorts of interesting little things about how to conduct themselves as competent human 
beings in Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts. Is that formal education? Now this is not a methodological issue. 
It’s a societal function issue. Right? Now if a mother says to the child: Sit right down here. I want to 
tell you what was wrong with what you just did and I want you not to do it again. That’s lecturing. 
Right? Does that turn the home into a formal education establishment at that point? No. 
Methodologically it may be parallel to what you would do if you were lecturing, but it’s not changing 
the function. Methodology is not at stake here. It’s social function that we’re talking about.  Coombs 
said we need to more clearly identify that sector called Other—give it a name, and look at its 
parameters or characteristics. And he named it Nonformal Education. 

 
As a matter of fact, most of us are aware that one of the things that’s wrong with Christian 

education is that we have tended to borrow models from the formal education sector and Christian 
education, or the education that occurs in a parish other than the alternate schooling thing. But what 
we do in Sunday school, what we do in youth clubs, what we do in the development of Christian 
young people and adult ministries, and so forth, that is hardly formal education. That is nonformal 
education. Now what Coombs found is that, when you break that sector out and look at it distinctly, 
what you find is that the nation that is putting more money there—balancing the money they’re 
putting into formal education—that nation tends to develop quality of life indicators that are on the 
go.  
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Or, putting it another way, emphasizing formal education at the neglect of nonformal 
education tends to produce no good ends. Except contributing to the brain drain. It is quite possible 
that part of our problem in the Christian education of the overseas constabulary in churches and in 
pastoral development, and so forth, has do with exactly that same model. I’m convinced of it. And 
the more we can do to balance what we do in formal education with putting the same amount of 
energy, money, and resources into the nonformal sector is apt to benefit the church more distinctly. 
Now this should not be brought to an either/or argument. One of the problems with the TEE thing 
which caused me, ultimately, I think it was in 1978, to write a kind of a farewell article to that 
movement, was that the movement had been perverted in two ways—well, really three, but let me 
name two today—that I felt very, very badly about. One: that the whole thing had devolved to an 
argument of which is better: formal or nonformal education? That’s a loser. The minute you put up 
David against Goliath and take God out of it, you’ve got a stomped David. And that’s exactly what 
it was. Nonformal education is like a God-withdrawn, poor little David, who can’t even find the 
stones. And Goliath is going to stomp him.  

 
There is something about, even benign forms of formal education in the church, which turns 

out to be like hungry tigers, and they tend to eat anything that they can get in their mouths. And 
they can get nonformal education into their mouths easily. There’s only been one rapprochement 
between formal and nonformal education that is sustained over a period of time. And there has been 
a lot written about it, a lot of research on this long before even Coombs identified it. Would you 
believe it’s the extension movement in the United States within agriculture? I don’t know whether 
you’re aware of it, but the extension movement within agriculture has its roots really in logic that 
was debated in Congress under a particular President of the United States who was illustrious for 
other reasons. What was his name? President Roosevelt. Who? Roosevelt? No. Abraham Lincoln. In fact, 
by the circumstances of history, Abraham Lincoln is remembered as our Civil War President. It’s 
quite possible that he would have been remembered as our Education President had it not been for 
the Civil War; because one of the most significant outcomes of his administration was a coming to 
grips with the tendency of American higher education to become elitist. And this was debated in 
Congress, so help me. During the Civil War there was a big debate going on as to whether or not 
you wanted an elitist nation that would be controlled by the establishment of east coast universities 
who would create an intelligentsia who would create a new nobility and ultimately bring back a king. 
You look in the Congressional materials of the time of Lincoln and you will find this debate. We 
don’t hear much about it because we’re too busy with the Civil War issues of that period.    

 
It was in that period that the Land Grant movement, more formally called The Morrill Act. 

A very intriguing, crusty Christian farmer from Vermont was at that time a senator. And he was 
really hot on this issue of the way the old gentry in the farm was being replaced by the new educated 
gentry in the city. So one of the things that was enacted because of this particular gentleman’s 
lobbying and pushing and pulling and hemming and hawing, and Lincoln’s understanding of the 
issue was the Land Grant Act in which the universities that now today are called the Land Grant 
Universities were brought into being by a trickery to get around the Constitution. Now that’s a little 
bit too fast and, as I said, I’m not a historian, historians don’t use the word trickery, but I think it 
was pretty clever. The Congress said we cannot, as a Congress, touch education because the 
Congress is prohibited from going beyond the Constitution. And education is not mentioned in the 
Constitution, therefore, it is withheld to the States to take initiatives. But the rights to land and the 
disposition of Federal land to the States is mentioned in the Constitution. We will give land from the 
Federal registers to the States if they will fulfill conditions. And it doesn’t say that we can’t ask for 
conditions. They said, we will give significant big blocks of land in the Federal reserves in all the 
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States. We will give those to any State that will agree to create a people’s college for the benefit of 
the common people to deal with matters of the artisan, industry, and agriculture. In other words, 
non-elitist.  

 
Do you know any Land Grant Universities that still, today, call themselves Land Grant? 

Believe it or not, they still have an annual Land Grant Association meeting and it’s one of the most 
powerful meetings in higher education in the United States every year. The presidents, and the vice-
presidents, the provosts from all those institutions come together and it is a blue ribbon event. 
Name a school. University of Delaware, Penn State, second of the universities. By the way, those of 
us from Michigan State like to point out that Penn State was second. Michigan State was first. Ohio 
State, a biggie. University of Illinois, a biggie. Oregon State. University of California, Berkeley, etc., 
etc., etc. And in every one of these to this day, the U.S. Department of Agriculture uses that 
university and its fiscal structures as the flow-through agent for everything that is done in the United 
States in agricultural experimentation and agricultural extension training. It’s the only successful 
blending of formal and nonformal education that we have seen in a long-term historical basis.  

 
Now what makes it work? It works despite the tension within those institutions which is the 

classic tension between the academic classicist on the one hand, and the practical educator on the 
other hand. It works despite them because it has money invested in it that is earmarked and cannot 
be co-opted. Don’t tell me that the University of California, Berkeley wouldn’t grab that agriculture 
budget that goes out to Baker. That’s where they deposit that responsibility is in Baker—University 
of California, Baker. They would grab that Baker money and use it for other things if they could, but 
they can’t because the policy is in place that that money has to go for those kinds of extension 
purposes. What does an extension teacher do in the field of agriculture? He stands in the farm knee-
deep in you know what, and he doesn’t mind it. And he deals with the real things that are 
concerning that real farmer. Agricultural extension occurs not simply because the institution of the 
university exists, but because the university puts people in the State. Do you know that in every 
county in the United States, including DuPage, you can pick up the phone book and find the 
extension service in your phone book; and you can call up a person who will listen to you, and even 
agree to meet with you and look at your crabapple tree that seems to have something wrong with it. 
And who’s paying his or her bill? There are a lot of these [agents] that are women now. Who pays 
that money? It is actually in the allocation to that university from the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture.  

 
Where do we have an equivalent thing that is concerned about the realities of the church? 

We don’t; we don’t. What do we have? We have, as it were, the little universities doing their 
academic thing. The only reason the Land Grant system has worked is because it’s been required of 
those institutions that they put a certain proportion of their faculty in the field. When I first went to 
Michigan State in 1956, I came as the Extension Coordinator for Education for the City of Detroit. 
And when I moved from my responsibility at the University of Florida at that time, where I was 
faculty member in the educational development area and educational training area, I moved into that 
job at Michigan State partly because I wanted that kind of experience. I had been trained to value 
that kind of education. I moved to a Detroit suburb called Pontiac. A rough, tough industrial town 
that I just absolutely loved because it had so much going that was real. And we worked in Pontiac 
and we did all kinds of things for a period of five years for the Detroit area. In the area of education 
extension relating to schools, relating to school boards, relating to three county districts, and relating 
to the schools all over that area. We were terribly understaffed. Before I left there we had five on the 
staff.  
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Now they lived in that area, but where did they get their payroll? Michigan State. This wasn’t 
Federal money. This was State money because the Land Grant image has even invaded other areas 
of study including practical areas like education. And at Michigan State, at our highpoint of 
extension work, we had 35 faculty families from the College of Education alone living out in the 
State doing teacher education, educational development, educational planning, and educational 
evaluation with school districts in their contexts. You see, I came up through that. I’ve had 30 years 
of university professor. People say to me how come you, as a university professor, are so negative 
about formal education? It’s because I’ve been, for the most of my life, in an educational institution 
that knew the difference between formal alone, and formal in a constructive blend with nonformal. 
Now, thank God, we have a new language for it. As of 1970, we can now call it nonformal 
education, and make the distinction. [Lengthy tirade ensues on Coomb’s naming of nonformal; thus 
creating an unfortunate confusion between formal, informal, and nonformal.] I believe that one of 
the things we’re learning through all of this is that we need educational concerns and we need 
educational institutions. We absolutely do, but we need educational institutions that have a much 
larger frame of reference. And we need educational institutions that are willing to put a significant 
part of their earmarked resources into direct affiliation with practical problems in the field. 

 
One of the things that was learned at Michigan State—we’ve done a lot of research. By the 

way, the libraries are full of research on this whole business of extension models. And I get a big 
kick out of some of these people doing church group studies and everything else like this and using 
these little tiny databases and they come up and they say, nothing has been done on this before. I’ll 
make a great contribution because nothing’s been done. There are thousands of studies on extension 
impacts in education. The trouble is if you ask about Borneo in 1962 to ‘65, and if you ask too many 
other delimiters in theological education, you don’t get much out of the searches. But if you take the 
thing largely in terms of the understanding of extension education and education processes, you get 
a wealth of stuff. One of the most dominant findings is that extension work changes professors. It 
blows some of ‘em out of the water. But those that don’t get blown out of the water tend to get very 
much more concerned about the point where their content integrates with the realities.  

 
And I’m back to the place where I started. What is our big problem? Our biggest problem is 

we tend to take pat answers and then we’re surprised when they don’t seem to work. We have 
people responding to us because we’ve asked questions that seem to have pat answers and sounds a 
lot more like a squirrel. [A favorite metaphor—a person who focuses exclusively on one thing, 
squirrels, to the detriment of the whole.] We need educational institutions and educational strategies 
and new blends and new mixes of resources that will earmark a responsibility for inter-lock with the 
fields. I think that’s a tremendous implication for any Christian institution, in general, never mind 
missions. But because a Christian institution is not properly a Christian institution without an 
emphasis in its whole ethos on the outreach that is characteristic of God in Christ Jesus’ “go into all 
the world” as a motive of the church, we must, absolutely must have educational strategies, 
processes, mixes of resources that will put us outward-oriented into that good world that God has 
given to us to deal with so that our redemptive resources are centered, not on ourselves, but directed 
outward. And we need educational institutions that take very, very seriously the reality of the context 
of the people of the church of God wherever they are and allow their initiatives and their leadership 
and their responsibilities to become our agenda, rather than the other way around.    

 
Thank you very much.  


